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NEW QUESTION: 1
Ihr Netzwerk enthÃ¤lt eine Active Directory-Gesamtstruktur mit
dem Namen adatum.com. Die Gesamtstruktur enthÃ¤lt eine einzelne
DomÃ¤ne und die in der folgenden Tabelle aufgefÃ¼hrten
Websites.
Die DomÃ¤ne verfÃ¼gt Ã¼ber einen DFS-Namespace (Distributed
File System) mit dem Namen \\ Adatum.com \ Public. Der Df
S-Namespace enthÃ¤lt die in der folgenden Tabelle aufgefÃ¼hrten
Ordner.
The DFS folder targets are synchronized. AH users have Read
permissions to folder!. Folder? and folder3 The
\\Adatum.com\Public DFS namespace has the following
configurations.
For each of the following statements select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
This VNX has the disks shown in the front view. They are all

300 GB 10K disks.
What is the maximum number of drives that you can add to a new
RAID group in this situation?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A software development company is in the process of creating a
new product for their customer base. It has been several years
since such a project has been initiated and the organization
has created a new team to own and develop the product. The
project team will be evaluated by the successful adoption of
the product, which will be developed over the next 12 months.
The team's business analyst (BA) has analyzed the current state
in partnership with the product owner and has been meeting with
senior management to identify the goals that need to be
attained. A broad view of the business has been analyzed in
order to have an understanding of how the company is currently
providing value to its customer base.
What has the BA evaluated to help determine value of the
project?
A. Business architecture
B. External influencers
C. Change strategy
D. Internal assets
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
In regards to the transit secrets engine, which of the
following is true given the following command and output:
(select three)
1. $ vault write encryption/encrypt/creditcard
plaintext=$(base64 &lt;&lt;&lt; "1234 5678 9101 1121")
2. Key Value
3. --- ----4. ciphertext
vault:v3:cZNHVx+sxdMErXRSuDa1q/pz49fXTn1PScKfhf+PIZPvy8xKfkytpw
KcbC0fF2U=
A. there are at least three data keys associated with this
keyring
B. the transit secrets engine is mounted at the encryption path
C. the name of the keyring used to encrypt the data is
creditcard
D. the data was written to the encryption path, which is
provided by default when enabling the transit secrets engine
Answer: A,B,C

Explanation:
The encryption key used to encrypt the plaintext is regarded as
a data key. This data key needs to be protected so that your
encrypted data cannot be decrypted comfortably by an
unauthorized party. In this case, data has been encrypted by
specifying the keyring name creditcard.
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